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Introduction
During the Second World War, the relationship between the Government and the Press was
conducted under the auspices of a voluntary system of censorship. As a result, the
supposedly sacrosanct principles of a free press and the right to free expression were put
under the spotlight. Despite a difficult relationship between the Government and the Press,
and the hostile attitudes of powerful government figures, and the public, towards
journalists and the media, the press-government relationship continued on a workable level
throughout the war, and only one national publication – the Daily Worker – was ever
suppressed. This piece of work will firstly make reference to the existing historiography on
this topic – outlined below – in order to highlight the questions that so far not been asked or
adequately addressed. It will highlight three central reasons why the press-government
relationship continued on a workable level throughout the Second World War. The first
chapter will address the structure of the censorship system itself, and the way in which it
was largely able to prevent the hostile attitudes of politicians from turning into concrete
acts of suppression. Within this, there is a clear contrast with the early chaotic nature of said
system, and the antagonism it created, which goes to show the importance of the wellorganised censorship system which eventually materialised. In the second chapter, the acts
of suppression which did take place – of the Communist Daily Worker, and the little-known
The Week – will be looked at; as well as the extent to which these acts, and subsequent
threats, constrained the actions of the Press. The final chapter will address the crucial factor
of public opinion. On the one hand, it constrained the hostile attitudes of members of the
Government, who were fearful of a public backlash if they were to use suppression. On the
other, the public’s clear desire for truthful and prompt news led them to be hostile to not
only the censorship system but also the Press itself. These feelings were undoubtedly
important in ensuring that the relationship between the Government and the Press
continued on a workable level.
The relationship between the Government and the Press has not received sufficient
attention within the small body of secondary literature. Neil Stammers’ analysis of civil
liberties in Britain during World War Two focuses in part on the relationship between the
Government and the Press and the extent to which press freedom was curtailed. Stammers’
central argument is that the extent to which the defence regulations covered expression of
2

opinion was unclear, and that the Government made use of behind-the-scenes threats of
suppression to ensure that the Press ‘toed the line’1. However, Stammers’ work fails to
mention the important influence which public opinion had on curtailing the actions of the
Government, and nor does it sufficiently address the reasons why a working relationship
continued despite significant hostility on both sides, especially amongst senior figures of the
Government.
Similarly, Aaron Goldman’s work on press freedom during the Second World War2 is one of
the few historiographical accounts which deals directly with the wartime relationship
between the press and the Government. Goldman’s piece is narrowly focused on press
freedom, and concludes that, despite difficulties – including instances of government
‘coercion and even vindictiveness’ – the Government ‘might have done worse in its policy
towards the Press’3. Goldman’s work draws significantly from that of Stammers, and in the
intervening two decades there has been no other significant historiography on this topic. As
with Stammers, Goldman fails to elucidate the reasons why the working relationship
between the Press and the Government continued throughout the war, and although it
does touch upon the hostility shown towards various newspapers by senior government
figures, it makes only passing reference to the potential impact of public opinion on the
press-government relationship.
Wilkinson’s work on history of the United Kingdom’s ‘D-Notice’ system4 is helpful in
explaining the structure of the voluntary censorship system that evolved during the War, as
well as the early problems of said system which led to several instances of a breakdown in
relations. However, given his focus on the system of censorship itself, Wilkinson has little to
say on the reasons for the relationship between the Press and the Government proceeding
in the way it did, and nor does he address the influence of public opinion.
To find further references to the relationship between the Government and the press, it is
necessary to search more widely within the secondary literature. Michael Balfour’s work on
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propaganda in war5 similarly touches upon the behind-the-scenes ‘requests and hints’ which
were extended to the Press by the Government, and rightly attests that its ‘hard to say’ if
such ‘requests’ had been ignored6. He also touches upon the poor early organisation of the
censorship system; a factor which contributed to instances of poor relations. Similarly,
Koss’s7 account, which specifically looks at the political press, does refer to the threats of
suppression which helped to ‘chasten other would-be offenders’8, and it refers in greater
detail to the initial poor organisation of the censorship system, which contributed to the
early instances of press-government antagonism. It does however fail to address public
opinion, nor the hostile attitudes of senior coalition politicians – most significantly Churchill
– towards the Press.

Chapter 1: The structure of censorship and its influence on the overall
relationship
‘In general the voluntary censorship system did eventually work. Casework… was gradually
built up between censors and journalists… and a kind of wobbly equilibrium was achieved.’9
Nicholas Wilkinson
Censorship of the Press during the Second World War was on a voluntary basis. In practice,
this meant that newspaper editors were issued with lists of subjects – Defence Notices – in
which any articles which fell under the remit of topics on the list would be expected to be
submitted for press censorship advice10. They were however not compelled to do so, and
would instead face action if they were to publish material that had contravened so-called
Defence Regulations. Two regulations were especially relevant for the press. Regulation
Number 38 mandated that ‘no person shall… attempt to influence public opinion in a
manner likely to be prejudicial to the defence of the realm or the efficient prosecution of
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the war.’11 The second, Number 3, concerned individuals publishing information which
might ‘be directly or indirectly useful to the enemy’12. Ostensibly, censorship did not cover
‘opinions, comments, [or] speculation’, though as will be shown later, freedom of
expression only stretched so far, and ministers were liable to invoke other regulations –
such as 2D, which covered matter ‘calculated to foment opposition to the successful
prosecution of the war’ – in an effort to keep certain opposing views under wraps13. The
structure that was in place after 1941 was a contributory factor in ensuring that the pressgovernment relationship proceeded on a workable level. Although, as will be shown, despite
the near universal agreement of the need to censor, the early disorganisation was
responsible for instances of poor relations, and it was only the creation of the Press and
Censorship Bureau, along with access to proper legal expertise – which enabled censors to
work alongside each other and resolve day-to-day differences – which ensured that the
press-government relationship ran more smoothly.

Universal agreement on the need for censorship
As war broke out in August 1939, with the horror of the First World War still sitting vividly in
living memory, the necessity of ensuring that sensitive information did not fall into enemy
hands was accepted by everybody who was hospitable to Britain’s cause. Alongside this,
there was a general acceptance that public morale needed to be maintained.
Rear Admiral George Thomson, the chief press censor, wrote that newspapers were ‘ready
and anxious’ to comply with government censorship advice in order to prevent information
from falling into enemy hands14. Indeed, contemporary press reports demonstrate a wide
spectrum of agreement on the need to censor. For example, in September 1939, The
Spectator newspaper asserted that ‘no one questions the need of a censorship’, and
continued that, ‘it is obviously necessary to forbid publication of news which would give
military information to the enemy’15. Similarly, later in the war, the same newspaper argued
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that the ‘one kind’ of censorship which ‘everyone’ agreed to be necessary was ‘that which
prevents the giving of information which would be of military use to the enemy’. It agreed
that censorship in this form had ‘properly’ been applied by the Government16. Further, even
staunch defenders of free speech such as Harold Laski, who was a vocal critic of the
Government’s system of censorship, wrote in 1942 that it could not be denied that the
Government needed powers to censor sensitive information17. George Orwell, writing in
1943, whilst conceding that it was ‘not desirable’ for governments to have ‘any power of
censorship’, argued that ‘security censorship’ was a necessity which ‘no one’ objected to in
war time18. Mass Observation also recorded support amongst the public for censorship in
the form of ensuring that valuable information did not fall into enemy hands19.
Calder, when touching upon the role of the Ministry of Information as an overall director of
the censorship operation, argues that journalists ‘consented’ to the need for censorship in
the face of a regime which ‘burnt books and suppressed the truth’, and on the basis that
‘the ends justify the means’20. Similarly, Farr argues that journalism was less ‘divided and
strident’ than in the First World War, because World War Two was ‘more threatening and
less controversial’21.
It’s therefore clear that despite the hostilities that will be shown, the structure of censorship
was built on a common foundation of the need for some form of censorship, which was also
supported by the public.

Early poor organisation
The initial poor and haphazard system, as compared with the later system that was
eventually imposed, is a good demonstrator of the extent to which the overall structure
influenced the relationship between the Government and the Press.
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Wilkinson argues that delays and ‘lack of uniformity’ in the structure of censorship caused
most of the problems for the Press in the early years of the war, with duplication of
resources being a particular issue.22 Indeed, the Ministry of Information, which was formed
in September 1939, initially had little control over a ‘haphazard’ system of press censorship
in which it was often unclear where responsibility for censorship lay; with several
government departments, such as the War Office, having their own partially-formed
censorship structure23. This lack of uniformity caused consternation within the media, with
Herbert Staines, the chairman of the Press Association, saying that there was a tendency
within the newly-formed ministry, ‘born of a complete lack of knowledge’, to ‘cabin and
confine press facilities’24. Thomson, the chief press censor, said that in the early part of the
War, it was very much ‘a case of the blind leading the blind’ in the case of the press
censorship system25.
Similarly, Koss argues that the Ministry did not, during this period, ‘know its proper
functions’, with its ‘recourse to censorship’ being ‘singularly ineffective’26. The most
significant incident in the early breakdown of the relationship between the Government and
the Press occurred in September 1939, amidst the landing of the British Expeditionary Force
in France. A result of the aforementioned chaotic system in which individual government
departments were responsible for their own censorship, the War Office initially gave, but
then subsequently withdrew, permission for newspapers to report the landing of Britain’s
troops. However, many newspapers had already been printed and had begun to be
distributed around the country, and in a haphazard attempt to restrict their circulation, the
police were ordered to seize copies of newspapers and occupy their offices. Given that the
news of the landing had already been reported elsewhere around the world, the War Office
was eventually persuaded to cancel the ‘prohibition’, but not before the delay had affected
nationwide deliveries and ordinary citizens’ purchase of their daily paper. Thomson wrote
that the ‘chaos…was indescribable’ and the incident ‘had all the appearance of a great
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disaster’ in that appeared to have dealt a ‘final blow to any hopes of censors and the press
working amicably together.’27 The Spectator referred to the saga as an ‘amazing exhibition
of inefficiency’28, whilst the Daily Mail, perhaps in anticipation that it might be blamed by its
readers for the delay, argued that its policy had always been ‘to give the public the truth’ 29.
The Daily Mirror was particularly caustic, accusing the government of ordering the police to
act ‘in the true Gestapo manner’ by raiding their offices. In a final barb, and in similar vein to
the Mail, the Mirror’s editorial referred to the public’s desire for the truth with colourful
language, ‘they do not want cissy-coloured tit-bits, vaguely descriptive snacks, and
repetitive lectures on aspects of Nothing Much. They want facts and sense’ 30.
Clearly then, the early censorship system was responsible for instances of poor relations,
and a well-functioning structure was therefore essential if a good relationship between the
Government and the Press was to be maintained.

Creation of the Press and Censorship Bureau and access to legal advice
As mentioned above, much of the early ill-feeling had been caused by the chaotic nature of
the censorship system. The establishment of a firm structure was therefore key to stabilising
relations, and Thomson states that cooperation between the Press and the Government
improved after ‘steps were taken’ to prevent a repetition of the incident above 31. In April
1940, the responsibility for censorship was ostensibly returned to the Ministry of
Information (it had previously been handed unsuccessfully to the Home Office), on the basis
that it would be in the interests of ‘convenience and efficiency’ to do so32. In practice, the
day-to-day organisation lay in the hands of the ministry’s newly created Press and
Censorship Bureau.
The Bureau was initially headed up by Sir Walter Monckton, a civil servant and lawyer, with
the later valuable addition of Sir Cyril Radcliffe, also a lawyer. In December 1940, Radcliffe
would later move up to head the Bureau as Controller of the Press and Censorship Division.
27
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Wilkinson notes that the two lawyers ‘established a different rationale for the way that
censorship was conducted’, so that it was based on ‘legal powers which existed to enforce
censorship if required.’ This was, he says, not to ‘persuade the media’, but to ‘overcome the
excessively stringent requests for censorship from government departments’33. Thomson
corroborates this view, saying that Radcliffe ‘revolutionised the press censorship’ by
ensuring that it was now approached from a ‘legal angle’, rather than the situation prior, in
which if the Government took the view that it would be ‘undesirable’ to publish a certain
article, said view would be hard to challenge34. He continues that, the new system – now
reinforced with two legal minds – meant that ‘censors knew where they stood’35, and
therefore arbitrary action by members of the Government was less likely.

Improvement in co-ordination between censors and journalists
Once the new system under the Press and Censorship Bureau was in place, with
representatives of all the main papers working alongside each other in the same office in
order to coordinate the necessary censorship36, the government-press relationship
improved dramatically.
Thomson himself is described by Wilkinson as having been against ‘draconian censorship’,
and under his direction, a ‘wobbly equilibrium’ was achieved between what could be
published and what could not’37. Thomson himself writes that editors ‘learnt to trust’ him,
and cites factors such as him ignoring government requests for censorship which he
considered to have ‘little foundation’ as a facet of this trust38. Similarly, he points to the
layout of the building itself39 as having a positive impact on the relationship with the press,
writing that the planners were ‘much to be congratulated’ for ‘arranging that the issuers of
news, the censors of news, and the gatherers of news should work in such proximity to each
other’. He continues that the proximity did much to ‘foster goodwill, co-operation and
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friendly relations between them’, and that many a ‘thorny problem’ which, had it come
from an ‘official’ basis, might have led to ‘serious trouble and difficulty’40.
One final important facet in the improvement of the relationship between censors and
journalists was simply that of time, and Wilkinson notes that it took time for ‘casework
based on precedent’ to be built up between censors and journalists, so that in difficult
situations there would be examples to call upon41. Indeed, in 1939, the Home Secretary
noted that the ‘main deficit’ of the system as it was then was that it did not ‘provide a
satisfactory method of building up a body of general principles for the guidance of those
responsible for giving day to day decisions’42. By the time such a body of casework was
established, the system was better able to accommodate the day-to-day negotiation
involved between time-sensitive journalism and those responsible for censorship. Thomson
too notes the ‘teething period’, with journalists initially complaining of ‘unnecessary and
long delays’; it was only after the build-up of a significant body of casework that such a
‘teething period’ came to an end43.
Overall, it has been shown how important the structure of the censorship system was to the
maintenance of a working relationship between the Press and the Government. The
September 1939 incident of the attempted recall of newspapers which had already been
printed was due to the duplication of responsibilities prior to the establishment of the Press
and Censorship Bureau within the Ministry of Information. The relationship was also helped
by the near-universal agreement of the necessity of censorship for security reasons, and the
creation of the Press and Censorship Bureau, alongside a firm and settled layout for
members of the press to work alongside censors, were key factors in the maintenance of a
working relationship. Further, a body of casework, built up only via the passage of time, was
key for the kind of quick and effective decision-making which had been previously lacking.
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Chapter 2: Suppression, threats to suppress, and behind-the-scenes
discussions
‘but the paper that I can’t stand, the worst of all, is – the Daily Mirror…it makes me spit’44
Winston Churchill, 1943
Despite the improvement in press-government relations brought about by the
aforementioned implementation of a relatively stable structure, it did not stop acts of
hostility from the side of figures in the Government from having an impact. Wilkinson writes
that the reorganisation and centralisation of the censorship division within the Ministry of
Information was never enough ‘to satisfy the desire of the re-formed government led by
Churchill to control the publication of information…’ 45 The two acts of suppression that did
take place, with the Daily Worker and The Week in January 194146, were clearly a
demonstration of the Government’s willingness to make use of the powers at their disposal,
though it is extent to which these suppressions curtailed the Press’s actions is questionable.
Both implicit and explicit threats, made in private and in public, perhaps had a greater
impact on the Press, by ensuring that journalists did not continue with an editorial line that
would have led to suppression and the consequent breakdown of the press-government
relationship.

General attitude of senior members of the Government towards the Press
The Government’s official position towards the Press was, on the face of it, a relatively
laudable one; that there was ‘to be no censorship of opinion, comments or speculation
which did not infringe security’47. However, a number of senior figures in the Government
betrayed a hostile attitude towards the Press. One such figure was the Prime Minister,
Winston Churchill. Wilkinson writes that Churchill was ‘irritated’ by criticisms of his conduct
of the war, and as early as May 1940 had proposed far-reaching regulation of the Press48.
44
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Criticism which came from eminent writers such as H.G. Wells – where he referred to British
military leaders as ‘yessirs’ and men of ‘low intellectual level’ in an article for the Sunday
Pictorial 49– was treated by Churchill as ‘dangerous and sinister’50. Similarly, Churchill
‘resented’ the ‘carping, niggling’ criticisms which he received from ‘certain quarters and
certain newspapers’, such as the News Chronicle, ‘the most stupid of all the papers’51.
Further, he felt that many papers injured the ‘prestige’ of the Government, and in a
particularly revealing passage which reveals his general hostile attitude, he said, ‘most of
the papers infuriate me. They exasperate me.’52
Similarly, there were some hints of a hostile attitude on the part of Herbert Morrison, the
Home Secretary. For example, in March 1942, he privately supported a suggestion from the
MP Sir Percy Hurd for the establishment of a register of journalists, in order to protect ‘the
country in wartime against irresponsible journalistic policy or conduct’53. The proposal was
heavily criticised by the National Union of Journalists, which saw it as an ‘invasion of the
freedom of the Press’54. In a line which reveals the depth of feeling on the issue, Morrison
himself was caustically labelled by the union as an ‘ersatz Hitler in the Home Office’55.
Further, Wilkinson writes that ‘behind the scenes’, Morrison considered ‘schemes for
restraining press criticism’, such as an idea to ‘name and shame’ owners of publications
which frequently produced material in contravention ‘of the public interest’56. When he was
advised that such a proposal wouldn’t be practical, Morrison concluded that it was ‘perhaps
the greatest triumph of official negation I have ever seen’57.
Other figures in the Government, such as Sir John Anderson, the Lord President of the
Council, betrayed an overt hostility to the Press in his use of language in official reports, and
expressed a desire, in March 1942, to extend the scope of censorship beyond ‘matters
affecting military security’, so that it covered ‘messages calculated to create ill-feeling
49
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between the United Nations’58. Similarly, in a note discussing the possible suppression of
the Daily Mirror, which will be discussed later, Anderson raised the wording of Defence
Regulation 2D – mentioned above – and talked of his refusal to believe journalists who may
insist that their criticisms of the Government were fair:
‘It is rather more difficult, I think, to be sure about the words "foment opposition". No
doubt the newspaper would say that it was fomenting indignation and urging the
dismissal of incompetents, all with a view that the war might be prosecuted to a
successful issue. But, speaking for myself, even if the writer said so, I should not
believe him. Words so outrageously violent as these are clearly calculated to foment
opposition to the war, at any rate in the minds of those who are war-weary or dejected
by our reverses, to say nothing of Quislings and Fifth Columnists. Suppose the leader
writer met a Fifth Columnist in the train and repeated these words to him; can
anybody doubt that he would have fortified the Fifth Columnist in his opposition to
the war?’59
Such a critical view of journalistic intentions flies in contrast with other accounts, nearly all
of which cite the unanimous desire amongst the mainstream press – the Daily Mirror60
included – for Britain to win the war61. Indeed, Anderson goes on – continuing in the same
vein of wishing to see the Mirror suppressed – to cite an example from the First World War,
in which the Government ‘quite illegally’ suppressed the Globe newspaper, and after a row
over the issue in Parliament in which the Government ‘received overwhelming support’,
‘nothing was ever heard of the Globe again’62. Anderson’s use of the example of the illegal
suppression of The Globe to support his case to enact the same action on the Mirror, reveals
his hostility towards the Press. Sir James Grigg, the minister for War, also appears to have
been hostile, referring to criticism in the likes of the Mirror as a ‘disease’ in which ‘the
treatment should be radical…[and] quickly applied’63.
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Finally, many of the Government’s memorandums and Cabinet reports on the issue of the
Press reveal a desire to curtail press freedom in as far as would be deemed to be possible
without upsetting too many people. For example, a 1941 report on the Press reveals brieflyconsidered proposals to implement a compulsory system of censorship which would be
‘concerned largely with expressions of opinion’64. The proposal was only dropped, not for a
lack of desire, but because of the recognition that it would be unworkable and heavily
criticised65. Overall then, the evidence of hostility towards the Press shown by the three
mentioned government figures, along with the language and proposals in the Government’s
documents, reveals a probable general hostility towards the Press.

Acts of suppression and their effect on the actions of the Press
In December 1940 – after several warnings – the Cabinet voted to suppress the Communist
Party’s newspaper, the Daily Worker, along with the The Week, a smaller publication; with
the ban being enforced from January to December 194166. The rationale for their
suppression was to be found in the aforementioned Defence Regulation 2D; that the
newspaper had repeatedly published ‘matter calculated to foment opposition to the
successful prosecution of the war’. Indeed, the Daily Worker had consistently published
material – such as their publication of a cartoon which implied that Ernest Bevin, the
Minister for Labour, had taken bribes – that the Government could plausibly deem to have
been intended to encourage opposition to the war effort67. Goldman writes that the
newspaper had pursued ‘relentless attacks’ on the Government, including encouraging
workers to strike and repeated smears of Britain’s leaders centred on allegations of
disingenuous intent in pursuing a war with Germany68. As a result, the Press generally
supported the act of suppression, with papers such as the Daily Mail, which called the Daily
Worker a ‘subversive, defeatist sheet’69, and the News Chronicle70 being particularly
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vociferous in their support for the ban. The Mirror was a rare voice that was critical of the
Government’s decision, arguing that, given the Daily Worker’s meagre readership, the act of
suppression would simply make martyrs of them71. Further criticism came from politicians
outside of the Government, with the Liberal Party’s Richard Acland arguing that the
suppression of the Daily Worker would likely have a ‘chilling effect on the rest of the press’,
because they ‘might be afraid to print stories that would put them at risk of suppression’72.
Similarly, in a similar vein to the view expressed by the Mirror, Aneurin Bevan argued that
the Daily Worker’s small circulation and consequent ‘negligible impact’ on British society
meant that it wasn’t capable of undermining the public’s morale, and therefore it shouldn’t
have been suppressed73.
Outside of the pages of the printed press, but still within the confines of the journalistic
profession, there were currents of criticism of the Government’s action. Goldman details
the 1941 joint conference which took place between the National Union of Journalists and
the National Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL). It demanded the repeal of Regulation 2D to
allow the accused – in this case the Daily Worker – the chance to defend itself in court74.
Similarly, a pamphlet published by the NCCL’s ‘Press Freedom Committee’ – which was
chaired by Frank Owen, the Editor of the Evening Standard – argued that the act of
suppression would affect press independence75.
Further, it’s clear that the media’s attitude to the suppression of the Daily Worker and The
Week was contingent on their editorial lines being hostile to the war effort. Once their tones
shifted – by June 1941 the Daily Worker was supporting the war effort as a result of Russia’s
entry into the war, on Britain’s side – much of the popular press were pressing the
Government to rescind the ban. Indeed, the previously supportive Daily Express, News
Chronicle and The Spectator, as well as the Daily Mirror, Evening Standard, and The Times,
all supported lifting the ban76. Such pressure pushed the Government to eventually lift the
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ban in August 1942, with the Home Secretary Herbert Morrison noting in a Cabinet
memorandum that the ban was ‘no longer justifiable’ amidst the changed circumstances77.
Overall, given the Press’s general support for the initial suppression, it is unclear the extent
to which Acland’s fear – that the ban would have a ‘chilling effect’ on the press – was
reflected in reality. Indeed, given the persistent criticism from the Mirror and others, and
the willingness of much of the rest of the Press to later call for the re-instatement of the
Daily Worker when its tone changed, it’s difficult to sustain the notion that the suppression
had a significant impact on the Press.

Threats to suppress
The Government’s 1941 suppression of the Daily Worker and The Week may not have had a
significant impact in cowing the Press in their criticism when they felt it was justified, but
the Government came close to suppressing two other publications, and their threats were
apparently eventually sufficient to curb the editorial lines of the likes of the Daily Mirror
satisfactorily. As will be shown, had further suppression taken place, the press-government
relationship may have ground to a halt, and therefore the threats – though authoritarian in
character – actually went some way to ensuring that the relationship continued on a
workable level. It is however important to note the importance of public opinion in this
issue; the Government’s reasoning for not suppressing the likes of the Mirror was at least
partly contingent on a fear of a public backlash, as will be discussed in the final chapter.
Throughout the War two papers which were often critical of the Government were the Daily
Mirror and Sunday Pictorial. Churchill, as has been shown above, was already hostile
towards the Press, and articles featured in 1941 led him to express his anger in a written
exchange with Cecil King, the director of the two papers. In one letter, he warned the
papers not to ‘rock the boat’, saying that there was a ‘spirit of hatred and malice against the
Government’, and that ‘one would have thought in these hard times that some hatred
might be kept for the enemy.’78 King replied soon after, in an apologetic manner, and hoped
that Churchill had now ‘noticed a marked change of tone’, and that the Prime Minister
77
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should ‘let us know at once’ if in future he had ‘any fault’ with their contribution to the war
effort79. King’s apologetic reply signifies the force which Churchill’s criticism carried;
although, as will be shown, it took several further warnings and an explicit threat by
Morrison to invoke Regulation 2D, before the Mirror stepped back from the editorial line
that had continued to incense Churchill. Morrison’s threat – delivered in a meeting in
March 1942 with Cecil Thomas – the paper’s Editor, came after said failure on the part of
the Mirror to sufficiently heed the warnings made by Churchill. The most significant
subsequent upset was the publication of a cartoon which was decried by numerous figures
in the Government. It depicted a sailor clinging to a raft in rough seas, with the caption, ‘the
price of petrol has been increased by one penny. Official.’80 Whilst it was apparently
imploring readers not to waste petrol81, Seymour-Ure notes that Churchill and the Cabinet
saw it as an insinuation that the Government were allowing sailors to die ‘so that petrol
companies could profiteer’82. Morrison, in his meeting with Thomas, warned that if the
Mirror were to continue its ‘present line’, then it would be suppressed83. As well as the
private final warning, Morrison issued a public threat on the same terms during a Commons
debate84; this threat – though criticised by the rest of the Press – led to the Mirror ‘minding
its ways without quite mending them’ for the rest of the war85. Koss continues that the
admonition ‘did its work and possibly served to chasten other would-be offenders’86.
The Government, and Churchill in particular, also took issue with numerous other
publications throughout the war, and issued repeated – though perhaps lesser – threats
which were similar in tone to that given to the Mirror. For example, in a June 1942 letter to
the Editor of the Manchester Guardian, Churchill accused the paper of ‘injuring the cause of
democracy’, and that no government could ‘wage a war under such conditions’ of criticism.
It then finished with what appears to be an implicit threat, ‘as you have often been so wise
in the past, I think it right to let you know how I feel about this attack’87. Similarly, in a 1943
79
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letter to Sir Walter Layton, the Editorial Director of the News Chronicle, Churchill criticised
the publication of a poll which suggested a lack of faith in Britain’s ability to win the war,
writing that it was ‘one of the worst things that has happened in the newspaper world since
the War began. I cannot understand how you can be associated with such a thing.’88
Further, Sir John Anderson, writing in a March 1942 report for the Cabinet, laid out the
Government policy to make newspapers aware that criticism of the kind expressed by the
likes of the Mirror would leave them liable to suppression. He continued that the Home
Secretary should make a ‘considered statement’ that would make clear that the
Government would act against any ‘newspaper which offends in the future’ 89. Overall then,
it has been shown that powerful figures within the Government were hostile towards the
Press, but that hostility only once led to suppression, which was widely supported by the
rest of the Press. However, this act of suppression did not appear to have a significant effect
on the tone of the Press, because their support of the ban of the Daily Worker was
contingent on the paper’s attempt to undermine the war effort. When this inclination
ceased, the Press joined the campaign for the paper’s reinstatement. Further threats to
suppress clearly had some impact, as revealed by Cecil King’s reply to Churchill’s letter, as
well as the fact that there were no significant suppression discussions after 1943. However,
the fact remains that, despite an apparent keen willingness on the part of the Government,
the Daily Mirror was not suppressed. The crucial final factor of public opinion – discussed in
the final chapter – appears to have been very significant in the decision not to take such
action.
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Chapter 3: Public opinion of the press and of Government action
‘The courage, public spirit and determination of the people are among our greatest assets in
the war. The people are unanimously behind the Government…what they would not
tolerate is to be kept in ignorance or doubt.’90
The Spectator, 1939
As has been mentioned above, public opinion is the crucial factor that is missing in the
sparse historiographical accounts of this topic. It appears that public opinion played an
almost paradoxical role, in that even though the public were generally hostile towards
journalists and the media and the system of censorship itself, politicians were very fearful of
a public backlash towards any aggressive action towards the press. This factor undoubtedly
constrained government action when the notion of suppressing the Daily Mirror was
considered in 1942.
Unfortunately, the main wartime organ of measuring public opinion, Mass Observation, only
produced two reports about the press, in May91 and October 194092. However, the nature of
the revealed attitudes allows for the possibility that such attitudes held true at least in part
for the duration of the war.

Public attitudes towards the press
It’s important to note that it is difficult to divorce public attitudes towards the press and
journalists themselves and public attitudes towards the system of censorship and
propaganda imposed on the Press. However, it is possible to draw out some distinct illfeeling towards the Press and journalists themselves.
One such criticism was the refrain that because the newspaper business was ‘all a racket’,
you could only ‘believe half of it [the news]’93. This criticism was indicative of a distrust in
the news that the report describes as being ‘very strong’94. The same report details further
90
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ill-feeling, with another common theme being that reporters ‘invent’ news stories, and
publish ‘half-truth[s]’, using ‘journalistic tricks’ to deceive readers95. Indeed, the report
states that ill-feeling towards the Government in relation to the publishing of propaganda
and biased reporting was not as ‘qualitatively strong’ as feeling directed towards the Press
in relation to the same issue96. On this point, the October report details the fact that
observers who complained on the grounds that the press was ‘censored’ or ‘biased’, blamed
‘the Press rather than the Government or the war’97. Further, one distinct conclusion which
the October report drew from its findings was a distrust of the press; a belief that that
stories were often exaggerated or that important facts were omitted98. Along with this, a
perception that the press might be self-censoring was another common theme, and that its
handling of the news was ‘tantamount to suppression’99.
Certainly, the above findings are difficult to separate out from the system of censorship that
the Press were forced to adhere to throughout the Second World War, but as has been
shown, there was at least some distinctive ill-feeling amongst the public towards the Press;
centred on a perception of bias and that journalists couldn’t be trusted 100.

Public attitudes towards censorship
It is far easier to ascertain amongst the public distinct criticism of the system of censorship
and the effect which censorship had on the content of newspapers. Balfour notes that, in
principle, the public were ‘quite prepared’ to accept the necessary withholding of certain
information for security reasons, but that their ‘innate scepticism’ often led them to suspect
when claims of the need to suppress information were made on ‘security’ grounds. He
continues that the public were ‘anxious’ for both information and explanation101; both of
which are key themes revealed by the available primary evidence.
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Mass Observation reveals a strong lack of belief in ‘the news’. The question, ‘What do you
believe about the news you are getting nowadays?’ was asked to 437 national observers,
and only seven and a half per cent of respondents expressed belief, with the rest
‘incredulous’ or ‘sceptical’102. Similarly, the same question was asked in door-to-door
questions to 131 working class people living in Limehouse, East London, with only 23.7% of
people expressing belief in the news. Further, when a different group were asked the same
question in 1942, the result was ‘almost identical’103; a point which adds credence to the
earlier assertion that the views expressed in the cited 1940 reports would not necessarily
have changed as the war progressed. The report states that ‘many people’ felt ‘uneasy’
about the possibility that news might be suppressed ‘which they have a right to hear’, and
indeed that even though they supported the need to prevent information getting into
enemy hands, it was ‘impossible’ to know how much news was suppressed for this valid
reason104.
Further, one distinct conclusion is a desire amongst the public for ‘factual reporting’, rather
than ‘flowery variations on a theme by Reuter’105. This implicit criticism of propaganda is
further revealed by the way in which distrust in the press rose after Germany’s occupation
of Norway in April 1940, in which the public learnt that previous news of British victories
had been exaggerated. The report states that handling of news from Norway ‘gave people
solid grounds for their latent suspicion of the press’106. Similarly, when news reached the
public that previous reporting of British successes in the RAF’s so-called Sylt Raid of March
1940 had been exaggerated, ‘further colour’ was added to the idea ‘that press stories about
British successes are always exaggerated’107.
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How public opinion constrained government action
As mentioned in the previous chapter, after the suppression of the Daily Worker and The
Week in 1941, the Government never made further use of such powers, despite coming very
close to doing so. Threats and warnings made behind the scenes were clearly a part of the
press-government relationship. Balfour writes that there was a ‘wide variety of channels at
various levels for conveying guidance to the Press’, and that ‘what would have happened if
these requests and hints had been ignored is hard to say’108. However, when taking into
account the crucial and previously unexplored factor of public opinion, it is possible to
ascertain a distinct factor that limited further Government action. The fear of a public
backlash appears undoubtedly to have been a constraining factor on the Government.
In his March 1942 memorandum to the Cabinet, the Home Secretary Herbert Morrison
argued that there were ‘strong’ arguments in favour of ‘repressive action’ against papers
such as the Sunday Pictorial and, in particular, the Daily Mirror. However, he argued that the
potential consequences made suppression unviable. It would reveal that the Government’s
powers in relation to Regulation 2D were ‘much wider than supposed’, and that interfering
with the ‘traditional liberty of the Press’ would possibly upset a ‘very large number of the
people’, who would ‘resent the suppression of a popular newspaper’109. Indeed, Goldman
draws a similar conclusion, writing that ‘One can scarcely imagine the uproar’ that would
have been provoked by banning the Mirror110. Indeed, given the public’s aforementioned
key desire for the truth, revealed by Mass Observation, it is certainly difficult to see how the
Government would have been able to justify suppressing a popular newspaper. Certainly,
such an action would fly in the face of the peoples’ keenness on regular, truthful, factual
reporting.
Further, analysis of public opinion during the period seems to confirm that the Government
were justified to be fearful of a public backlash. The aforementioned NCCL – whose
membership was several hundred thousand111 – organised frequent public meetings112, with
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several of them attended by Mass Observation investigators. Approximately 4000 people
attended one such meeting, held only one month after the Government’s public threat to
suppress the Daily Mirror. Posters were on display, with one carrying the now-famous
strapline, ‘Freedom is in peril. Defend it with all your might!’113. One speaker at the event,
the Liberal MP Tom Horrabin, argued that Morrison ‘had done more to sabotage the war
effort by suppressing and threatening to suppress, than any newspaper could do’, with ’85%
of people’ clapping at his assertions. Similarly, the meeting expressed ‘grave concern’ with
the Home Secretary’s threat to use Regulation 2D.114 However, the investigator makes the
important point that it would be wrong to conclude that the crowd were ‘representative of
the total population’. This is indeed true, but in the context of fears expressed by
Officialdom of a public backlash, as well as the fact of the wide readership enjoyed by the
likes of the Mirror and the large membership of the NCCL itself, such meetings do reveal
that a backlash would have been extremely likely.
Overall, the previously neglected factor of public opinion had a multi-faceted influence on
the press-government relationship. On the one hand, the public demonstrated a hostility
towards journalists and the Press, based on a feeling that they often weren’t truthful in their
reporting. It is however difficult to separate out this hostility – based on a desire for factual,
truthful reporting – and a general hostility to the censorship system, which caused delays
and occasionally led to obviously incorrect reports of British victories. On the other, the
Government were fearful of a public backlash against a possible suppression of newspapers
such as the Daily Mirror, and it is clear that this consideration was a crucial factor in their
decision not to suppress the paper. Despite the possible existence of a general hostility
towards ‘the Press’ amongst the public, it appears that fears of a backlash were justified.
Attendance at meetings organised to defend press freedom – possibly centred on a desire
for truthful and prompt news – demonstrate that a backlash would have been likely.
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Conclusion
This analysis has attempted to address the questions left unanswered by the current sparse
and outdated historiography on this topic. Central to these questions, is why the pressgovernment relationship proceeded on a workable level, despite the clear willingness and
desire for further action to be taken against the Press. Whilst the likes of Goldman,
Wilkinson, Balfour, and Seymour-Ure have shed light on various aspects of the PressGovernment relationship, none have adequately or directly addressed the question above,
nor have any of them analysed the influence of public opinion, which was clearly crucial.
This analysis has answered the central question set out throughout; it has shown how the
relationship between the Press and the Government during the Second World War brought
into the spotlight the supposedly sacrosanct principles of a free press and the right to free
expression of opinion. It has shown how, in principle, both the Press and the public
accepted the need for censorship, and the voluntary system imposed was a comprehensive
attempt to address this need. Fundamentally, and despite a difficult relationship between
the wartime government and the media, and the hostile attitudes of powerful government
figures, and the public, towards journalists and the media, the press-government
relationship continued on a workable level throughout the Second World War. The
repressive tool of suppression, which was able to be invoked under the defence regulations,
was only used once, when, in 1941, the Daily Worker and little-known The Week, were
suppressed.
Generally, the structure of the censorship system – after the initial poor organisation – was
able to deter politicians, some of whom were clearly hostile towards the Press, from
arbitrarily imposing censorship where it wasn’t needed. The housing of the Press and
Censorship Bureau within the Ministry of Information, and the addition of Sir Cyril Radcliffe
to the Bureau were especially key developments, because they established a concrete
structure, with legal advice, and a clear chain of responsibility115. The previously chaotic
system in which there was confusion and a duplication of responsibilities is what led to a lot
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of early incidents and subsequent criticism from the Press. Consequently, the structure was
a key factor in the maintenance of a workable press-government relationship.
However, as noted by Wilkinson, the structure could only ensure that the day-to-day
responsibility for censorship lay in the hands of those experienced in the process, and could
not necessarily prevent government hostility from having an effect. The suppression of the
Daily Worker and The Week came after they were deemed to have consistently sought to
undermine the war effort. The Press’s general support of the ban was contingent on the
Worker’s opposition to the war, and they pushed for the lifting of suppression when their
stance changed. With the Government unable to justify a ban any longer, they reluctantly
lifted suppression in August 1942.
Hostility towards the Press was clear from certain powerful figures in the Government. This
hostility was revealed in persistent threats made towards the Press, both implicit and
explicit, and it seems that only the crucial final factor of public opinion was what acted as
the constraining factor on the Government. The public seemed to have had a distinct desire
for prompt, factual reporting, and therefore, whilst they generally agreed with the need to
censor, they were unhappy with the notion that it might – and sometimes did – affect the
veracity and promptness of the news they received in print form. Similarly, though it is
unclear how widespread it was, there seems to have been at least some dislike of the Press
itself, although the extent to which this can be separated from a dislike of the censorship
system is questionable. Either way, government fear of public opinion was crucial in
ensuring that suppression was only used on one occasion, and thus also crucial in ensuring
that the press-government relationship continued on a workable level throughout the
Second World War.
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